
Filter Logic FL-ZD(2 is a compatible replacement caftridge
for QLl -ZiplEverpure Water Filter (Paft No, 91240)

ilBelow is a brief overuiew of the cartridge procedure for your Zip
Hydro Tap water filter system. For full instructions please refer to
page 21 of your Zip Hydro Tap user manual.

When the cartridge is due to be replaced, the'Filter Status' light
will begin to flash white every minute and will continue to do so
unUl the system has been reset. The change filter light can be
fuund on the tap head assembly between the blue and red lights.

When replacing the filter it is important to keep a bucket and
towel handy to mop up any spillage or catch any drips if water
leaks from the filter head.

Instructions to change the filter
1 Isolate the water supply by selecting 'Flush Filter Off'via the on-screen menu of the control panel.

2 Open the door on the left and hold the cartridge firmly, twisting it one quarter-turn to the right until it stops.

3 Detach the cartridge from the filter head by gently easing the filter downwards (to prevent difi water spilling from
the socket, avoid tilting the cartridge at an angle).

On the label of the new cartridge write today's date.

To avoid bacterial contamination of the new caftridge, try not to touch the fllter opening or the'Olrings.

Ensure the tabs of thi cartridge are aligned with the slots underneath the filter head and push the cartridge up into
the filter head, turning it from left to right until it stops.

Flush the new cartridge for a minimum of 5 minutes by opening the flush hose tap lever (refer to your Zip Hydro
Tap manual if you are uncertain where to find the flush filter hose or activate the flush filter procedure from the
control panel).

Reset the litre counter by selecting 'Litres Fiftered' and reset the timer by selecting 'Filter Used (Days)'via the on
screen menu.

9 Check for leaks and secure the appliance by closing the door. Continue to check for leaks as part of your regular
maintenance schedule.

WARNING: Should your Zip Hydro Tap appliance remain unused for a prolonged period (e.g. 2 days or more), flush
water through the chilled water outlet for a minimum of 5 minutes prior to drinking.

FOR ADDMONAL INFORMATION REIATING TO THE CARTRIDGL CHANGE PRoCEDURE PLEASE REFER To YoUR zIP
HYDRO TAP USER MANUAL.
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Zip is a trademark of Zip Heaters (Aust) Pty Ltd.


